DID YOU KNOW: He translated the Quran, in Urdu and is the author of The Easy Dictionary of the Qur’an.” Download or Browse. He is Abdul Karim Parekh, a Halai Memnon, (1928–2007) Nagpur, India. Read “Gist of his Will” [Will].

Picks of the Month:

- **NEW! Jamat Office Bearers of the Month:** Newly elected office bearers, oath ceremony on April 17, 2018, Cutchi Memnon Student Federation Karachi [details]

News of the month:

- 4th Samuh Shadi (Mass Marriage) in Mandvi on 22/4/18, Kutchi Memnon Federation Kutch [details]
- International Memon Expo and M2M Conference on 5th April 2018 from 9.00 am to 6th April 2018 5.00 pm At Hyaat Regency, Deira, Dubai [details]
- The Okhai Memon Youth Services hosts Golden Jubilee, Endowment Fund ceremony April, Dubai
- International Memon Organization (IMO) President & 1st Memnon Lady Visit in MWC 2018 Tournament at Dubai [details]
- Memon Academy High at The County And Regional Kenya Science & Engineering Fair 2018 [details]
- Four Memons receive Civil Award 2018 by Government of Pakistan: Dr Rauf Parekh Pride of Performance (Literature); Hussain Dawood Hilal-i-Imtiaz Public Service (Business); Muhammad Ali Tabba Hilal-i-Imtiaz Public Service (Industry); Ghulam Nabi Memon Sitara-i-Shuja’at (Services) [Report by Shoaib Habib Memon]
- Memons to spread awareness on bane of lavish weddings [more]
- On the 6th of April, USD 700,000 were pledged towards local Zakat projects at a meeting in Colombo, by Memons of Sri Lanka. [details]

Social Justice (Samaji N’yaya)

An Islamic Prayer after taking food:
“Al-hamdu Lillah illathi at’amana wa saqana wa ja’alana Muslimen (Praise be to Allah Who has given us food and drink and made us Muslims).” Narrated by Abu Dawood, 3850; al-Tirmithi, 3457.

[Information courtesy: Hanif Aqbany, source: Food in Islam, Zafarul-Islam Khan]

Memon Language Series - "Panji Mithi Boli Memoni"
MemonPedia is a compilation of everyday words used in the Memni language. This list have been collaborated by Memon from all the world therefore it is imperative that we have the help of everyone that is ready to help out. ..[more here]

Good to KNOW: On the occasion of Memon Day, 11 April 2018 (select highlights):
- The Memon Association of Canada wishes a very Happy MEMON’S DAY to all the Memon Community
- WMO North America Chapter providing hot meals to the homeless in Chicago, duly assisted by the Islamic Center [details]
- All Pakistan Memnon Jamat Federation members visited the Khidmat Forum. [more]
- Memons pledge for social causes on World Memons’ Day: All India Memnon Jamat Federation Visited the Ummeed Foundation, a school for children with special needs [details]
- A Medical Camp was organised by the spirited team of Memon youngsters in Colombo.[details]
- Hameeda Iqbal Bawaney. WMO Ladies Wing Chairman donated Suzuki Bolan for Special Children to “Society for Children with Autism and Learning Differences”. [details]